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Introduction

Most deep architectures for image classification learn distributed

representations shared between all output labels. Intuitively,

however, similar categories should share more information.

Hierarchical deep networks enforce this by learning separate

features for subsets of related categories via network branches.

However, this raises an obvious question of model selection:

Which hierarchical network architecture is best? 

Previous approaches [1,2] have simplified this question with fixed

base architectures and heuristic methods to separate the output

categories into groups using proxy clustering objectives. However,

this may not actually improve performance and could ignore

important factors such as heterogeneous classification difficulty.

Alternatively, we introduce Blockout, an adaptive regularization

method designed for simultaneous model selection and

parameter learning. This results in improved accuracy, faster

training, and the clear emergence of hierarchical network structures.
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Method Acc. (%)

Baseline [5] 61.56

Baseline + FC 62.66

Baseline + FC + Dropout 64.32

Blockout (soft, learned) 63.57

Blockout (hard, fixed) 65.62

Blockout (hard, learned) 65.66

Clusters Acc. (%)

2 64.54

4 65.93

6 65.66

Method Acc. (%)

Baseline [5] 73.43

Baseline + FC 68.06

Baseline + FC + Dropout 73.88

Blockout (soft, learned) 72.43

Blockout (hard, fixed) 74.44

Blockout (hard, learned) 74.83

Clusters Acc. (%)

2 73.78

6 74.83

15 74.19

Nodes Acc. (%)

2048 74.47

4096 74.83

8192 74.95
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Nodes Acc. (%)

512 65.66

1024 66.69

2048 66.71

Deep Neural Networks

Deep neural networks are nonlinear functions 𝒇:ℝ𝑑 → ℝ𝑝 that are

composed of alternating linear transformations 𝒈𝑗 with parameters

𝐖𝑗 and fixed nonlinear activation functions 𝒂𝑗 for 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚. To

prevent overfitting, regularization can be employed using explicit or

implicit constraint sets 𝒮𝑗, e.g. via convolution, weight decay, dropout.

Hierarchical Network Parametrization
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Dropout Dropout Branch MergeParallel

Motivating Observation: Parallel branches can be equivalently expressed 

as single, combined layers with block-structured parameter matrices.

Blockout can be interpreted as a dynamic regularizer with trainable

parameters that encourages hierarchical network structures through

block-structured weight matrices. To parametrize this, we assign

each node to any number of clusters 𝐶𝑙 for 𝑙 = 1, … , 𝑘 and mask out

parameters if the corresponding input and output nodes do not

belong to the same cluster for restricted interaction between

clusters. With binary cluster membership assignment matrices 𝐂𝑗, the

corresponding constraint sets 𝒮𝑗 can be formalized as:

This parametrization encodes a rich class of hierarchical network

architectures where the number of clusters 𝑘 represents the

maximum number of independent branches in the network.

Learning the cluster membership assignments 𝐂𝑗 directly would

be challenging due to their binary nature and the potential risk

of overfitting. Instead, similar to Dropout, we treat them as

independent Bernoulli random variables. Specifically, each

node belongs to each cluster with some probability. Hard

cluster assignments are drawn at each forward pass with their

expectation taken during testing to approximate an ensemble

of hierarchical architectures. With fixed cluster probabilities,

Blockout is a general stochastic regularization technique with

Dropout [3] and DropConnect [4] as special cases.
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𝑘
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Importantly, the Blockout hyper-parameters can be learned from data. To do

this, we introduce soft cluster probability matrices 𝐏𝑗 that parametrize the

random cluster assignments in 𝐂𝑗 and are implemented as logistic activations of

trainable parameter matrices. During testing, the expectation is computed by

simply bypassing the random cluster sampling step:

Note that the masked parameter matrix is simply a function of three inputs, and

so gradients can be passed to all of them following standard back-propagation:

There are a number of possible outcomes: (1) The probabilities could diverge,

resulting in a fixed clustering of nodes giving a higher weight to a particular

hierarchical architecture. (2) The gradients could be uninformative leaving the

probabilities unchanged. (3) The probabilities could all increase towards one,

indicating overfitting or the optimality of fully-distributed representations.
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